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A. SAI - Agricultural Project in Khatlon
Objectives:
SAI’s overall focus is to improve opportunities for families (both male and female headed
households) in rural communities to improve their income using sustainable business methods.
The agricultural project aims to:
- Support innovative new agricultural techniques and assist low income households in the
Khatlon region.
- Increase the profit potential of sustainable businesses in rural communities where the project
works.
- Encourage the increased use of (environmentally) sustainable business practices and
technology.
- Work on improving rural family agro business management processes and planning.
People Focus:
Families in rural Khatlon, both male and female headed households. We balance
inexperienced families with more experienced farmers, so the beneficiaries can support each
other and learn from each other.
Locations - Greenhouses: SAI continued to work in the following areas: Vagsh, Bokhtar
(previously called Kurghon Teppah) and Kushoniyon.
Locations- Orchards: SAI continued to work in the following areas:Levagshand, Bokhtar and
Koshonion.
New
locations
where
SAI
gave
winter
tree
care
training
in
Q4
(in addition to continued work in the above mentioned areas)
New locations where SAI gave winter tree care training (in addition to the above mentioned
areas): Koshonion.
Activities from 1st of January until 31st of March:
1. Advice and monitoring on seedling production for 2 greenhouse beneficiaries.
Seeds, coals stoves and other materials were already provided in December 2018.
2. Monitoring our 20 fruit tree beneficiaries and giving them individual, practical advice on
pruning.
3. Monitoring our 20 greenhouse beneficiaries and distributing greenhouse plastic for the
new growing season to those who could not afford this themselves.
4. Introductory training on greenhouse basics and tree care by SAI agricultural staff for a
livelihood project run by subcontractor CAPS.
5. SAI agricultural staff advised and supervised the building of a greenhouse for a livelihood
project run by subcontractor CAPS.
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Activities from 1st of April until 30th of June
1. SAI staff gathered baseline information from our 36 beneficiaries on their knowledge of,
and use of natural ways of pest- and disease control. Our beneficiaries had some
knowledge, but only about 19% of them had ever used natural pest or disease control.
2. We advised our 36 beneficiaries in natural ways of pest- and disease control in personal
visits, of whom 3 families received an intensive follow up visit from expat volunteers,
who advised them on handling the disease problems they had.
3. Local staff attended trainings on natural pest- and disease control and integrated pest
management (IPM) given by expat volunteers from the Farmer to Farmer organisation
(April and June)
4. This information is used to prepare a training course on natural pest- and disease control,
the dangers of chemical pesticides and their safe use.
5. SAI staff monitored the income and profit of our beneficiaries’ spring crop. Staff also
monitored on the occurrence of disease and pests, the use of pesticides and drip irrigation.
Activities from 1st of July until 30th of September:
1. SAI staff analyzed the monitoring results on income and profit of our beneficiaries’ spring
crop, the occurrence of disease and pests and the use of pesticides. Most of the greenhouse
beneficiaries have made a decent profit on their crops. Most reported better or similar
results to last year for a spring crop, with an average of 2461 TJS profit for small
greenhouses and 3173 TJS for larger growers.
In greenhouse diseases and pests occurred more than in spring 2018, along with a hotter
season. Compared to last year more pesticides were used.
Fruit tree beneficiaries reported that 80% of their trees have started bearing some fruit.
2. SAI staff conducted demonstration-trainings on solar soil disinfection. 7 beneficiaries with
instruction from SAI did solarization in their greenhouse and invited a total of 77 people
(34 men , 43 women) to attend these demonstration-trainings.
3. SAI staff gave trainings on summer tree pruning. 90 people (33 male, 57 female) attended
these trainings.

Activities from 1st of October until 31st of December 2019:
1. SAI staff analyzed the monitoring results on income and profit of our beneficiaries’
autumn crop, the occurrence of disease and pests and the use of pesticides.
Our beneficiaries grew different kinds of vegetables in autumn: cucumber, tomatoes,
pumpkin, beans, potatoes, flowers, cabbage, green herbs or green radish. Most of the
greenhouse beneficiaries have made a decent profit on their autumn crops, though
traditionally autumn crops are less profitable than spring crops, with an average profit of
1362 TJS profit for small greenhouses and 1312 TJS for larger growers.
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Annual results for our greenhouse beneficiaries were good. Average profit over the whole
year was 3484 TJS for small greenhouses and 4161 TJS for big greenhouses.
2. SAI staff conducted trainings on winter tree pruning in 14 villages. In total 229 (120 men,
109 women) people attended these trainings. We gave trainings in two new communities:
Viyon and Urtabuz (both in Istiqlol).
3. SAI staff made an inventory of the success of the greenhouse design that the organisation
has introduced. Over this year 14 households built greenhouses using the improved SAI
design, totalling 23 greenhouses.
4. SAI staff improved their knowledge on tree pruning and prepared materials for next year’s
training program.

Training on winter tree pruning in a Tree pruning demonstration
new village: Urtabuz

We monitored results from our 14 households built greenhouses using the SAI
beneficiaries’ autumn crops; most improved design this year
did well.
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Statistics:
Note that beneficiary counts are cumulative from January - December
What

Beneficiaries
men
women

children

Indirect beneficiaries
men
women

Greenhouses
(20 households)

30

44

36

30

40

Orchard
(20 households)

40

40

72

40

40

Drip irrigation
(5 households)

7

9

8

7

9

Training

176

195

566

547

Total
unique
beneficiaries

240

269

99

630

children

1113

621

1113

Note: The total number of unique beneficiaries is less than the sum of the different project
beneficiaries, this is because some families profit from different projects (greenhouse and
drip irrigation always go together, some people have both trees and greenhouse). For the
total number of unique beneficiaries, people are only counted once.

Amount spent for 2019 to date: 125,275.00TJS
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B. SAI – Mother-and-Child Health Project in Khatlon
Objectives:
- Improving the knowledge of local women and village health nurses on maternal and child
health, leading to improved health-seeking behaviour and a decrease in maternal and
neonatal mortality and morbidity.
- Training midwives and other health workers in emergency obstetric care and complication
management, to decrease maternal and neonatal mortality and morbidity.
People Focus:
Health workers (nurses, midwives, doctors), community volunteers, community women and their
families
Locations:
City of Bokhtar (formerly Qurghonteppa), Kushoniyon district (formerly Bokhtar)
Activities:
1. Survey of nutritional intake of (young) women.
We asked 113 women in our area what they ate during the previous day. This is meant as a
baseline, so we know what to address in our lessons and can later evaluate if there is improvement
in their nutrition.
2. Training pregnant women about healthy pregnancy, recognising danger signs, childbirth and
care for newborn – series of 6 weekly meetings in 14 villages.
3. Teaching mothers-in-law of the pregnant women about how to support their pregnant
daughters-in-law to stay healthy during and after pregnancy – 1 meeting in 14 villages.
4. Teaching unmarried girls (18 years and above) about healthy nutrition, with the aim that they
will be healthy themselves before starting a family. 1 time in 1 village. This was a pilot training,
we will continue this in 2020.
5. Printing of pregnancy calendar. After two years of waiting, we received permission to print the
pregnancy calendars “Miracle of Life”, we updated it to comply with the latest guidelines, and
printed 5,000 copies in December which will distributed throughout the next years by us and by
partner NGOs.
6. Breastfeeding videos. In 2018 we translated 9 videos about breastfeeding into Tajik, and
subcontracted a Tajik media studio for the technical work of the voiceover. The videos were
finalised in 2019 and published online on www.globalhealthmedia.com.
7. First Aid training to people hosting tourists in Veshab, Aini district. (Connected to the other
project SAI has in this region)
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8. Training of pregnant women about mental health during and after pregnancy (especially
depression), healthy nutrition and breastfeeding in Veshab, Aini district.
9. Advising families with a disabled child how to access the right support. Pregnant women who
attended our training and had a child with a disability were visited at home and advice was given
on what help was available.
10. During breastfeeding week (1-10 August) we met with a group of very active volunteers in
Komsomol (Zargar) to talk about breastfeeding and how to promote good breastfeeding practises.
11. Teaching 25 healthworkers in a remote mountain region (with a local partner NGO) during
one day about danger signs during pregnancy, healthy nutrition and breastfeeding.
Pictures:

Lesson with pregnant women – learning
food groups

Lesson with mothers-in-law

Nutrition lesson with not-yet-married
adolescents
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First aid lesson

Exercise therapy
disabilities

for

child

with

Teaching health workers

Statistics:
Trained in 2019:
Pregnant women
Mothers-in-law
Adolescent girls
Health workers
First aid training
Support to families
with disabled children
Total

Direct
341
78
21
25
6
4

Indirect
682
156
63
750
30
8

Total
1023
234
84
775
36
12

475

1689

2164

Materials

Total produced

Total handed out

Beneficiaries
2019
100
240

in

Pregnancy calendar
5,000
50*
SD-cards with BF 140
80
videos
Total
340**
* old version of which we had a few copies left. The new print became available late December
2019.
** Some of these overlap with the beneficiaries who were trained.
Stories:
One woman who attended our lessons told us:
“I put the picture of the food pyramid on our fridge. My son told my husband: ‘this is what the
doctor says mommy should eat’. So, my husband went and bought all of it and stacked our fridge
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with it so that I can eat healthily. When my son says some products from the picture are finished,
my husband goes and buys more.” (with ‘doctor’ she means us as health trainers)
We call the women about 1 month after they have given birth for monitoring purposes, but many
also really appreciate that we ask how they are doing.
Most times a relative first picks up the phone, e.g. the father-in-law or the husband. One time the
father-in-law who answered the phone was a teacher, and after he let his daughter-in-law answer
our questions, he took the phone himself again and thanked us for our work. ‘The women have
become much more active here’, he said, ‘and are taking more responsibility for their health’.
Amount spent in 2019:
245,824 TJS
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C. SAI – Medical Training Project in Tursunzoda

Objectives:
A. Developing community health by advanced training of local medical staff and medical
doctors.
B. Training groups of women in the surrounding villages on issues of:
a. General health.
b. Maintaining a healthy life style on her own, as a family and as the community.
c. Specific health issues related to women, pregnancy and maternity care.
C. Teaching nursing students at medical colleges.
D. Providing proper medical tools and the knowledge of how-to-use those tools.
E. Teaching the most current information regarding evidence-base medicine.
F. Advising on difficult medical problems.
G. Encouraging long term and continuous medical development through the application of a
constructed medical database.
Locations:
• Hospitals, Polyclinic, small groups in a house and clinics/ health posts in villages.
• The polyclinic and the 28 remote village medical centres.
Activities:
1. SAI nurse worked on the development of simple oral lessons on different health topics and
to villagers, in different villages.
2. SAI continued to train and educate people who have diabetes and hypertension as well as
our local nurse and other nurses who were taking care of their clients.
3. SAI raised awareness of the importance of dental care and anaemia.
4. SAI also continued providing pregnant and nursing woman with vitamins.
5. SAI trained local nurses to hand out Vitamin D drops to infants under 4 months and teach
their mothers about the importance/ complications and how to include Vitamin D into their
child’s diet.
6. In order to promote healthy lifestyle and motivate villagers to be more active, SAI helped
to improve the Stadium in the village of Javrad.

Teaching a mixed group

Individual training
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Statistics:
Village: Navbachor
Number
blood Number of blood Number of topics that Number of babies
pressure check ups
sugar check ups
where taught
receiving Vitamin D
drops
395
304
22
20
Village: Hamadoni
Number of blood Number of blood Number of topics that Number of babies
pressure check ups
sugar check ups
where taught
receiving Vitamin D
drops
202
180
21
4
Village: Jatta
Number of blood Number of blood Number of topics that Number of babies
pressure check ups
pressure check ups
where taught
receiving Vitamin D
drops
271
267
21
3
Village: Javrad
Number of blood Number of blood Number of topics that Number of babies
pressure check ups
sugar check ups
where taught
receiving Vitamin D
drops
366
306
21
3
Village: Gomesch
Number of blood Number of blood Number of topics that Number of babies
pressure check ups
sugar check ups
where taught
receiving Vitamin D
drops
1
30
Total amount of
times blood pressure
were checked
1234

Total amount of
times blood sugar
were checked
1057

Total amount of
times topics being
taught
86

Total amount of
times babies received
Vitamin D drops
60

7. A new expat doctor started his medical work for SAI in the Tursunzoda area September
1st, 2019.
8. He visited the Tursunzoda polyclinic and several village medical centres in order to build
relationships with the local doctors and started interviewing them.
9. He visited the houses of patients who have severe diseases or are disabled together with
local medical staff and provided them with medical advice and treatment.
10. He saw patients in medical centres as well with local doctors and helped them in their
medical practices.
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11. He selected diabetes as the first subject of the medical training project in keeping with
conversations with local doctors and observation of patients.
12. He first chose five village medical centres (Toychi, Furunje, Oqtosh, Leninism, and
Durbent) where doctors are passionate for developing their medical practices and are
willing to cooperate on a medical training project. SAI offered a new brand of glucometers
and proper disposable materials to them.
13. He is observing how local doctors apply those instruments to their medical practices and
diagnose and manage diabetes.
14. Supply of more disposable materials so that doctors can use them as much as necessary
and organizing a training program regarding the diagnosis and management of diabetes.

Providing instruments for projects

Glucometer

Strips and needles

Village Toychi

Village Oqtosh

Total locations: 5
Estimated total amount spent for 2019:

22,183.58 TJS
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D. Food and Herb Processing project in east Zarafshon Valley
In cooperation with a local NGO: POZ
Aim of this project is: "Increasing knowledge and skills of rural women in the Zarafshon
Valley, through practical training in cooking, canning, baking, herb and berry processing,
and thereby improving nutrition and health of their families."
Objectives:
A. Develop better community health and living circumstances.
B. To develop vocational training for women in the villages of Subdistrict (Jamoat) of
Shamtuch (Veshab, Shamtuch, Darg, Kazdon, Utogar) in:
1. Food and herb processing
2. Dairy production (cheese, yoghurt)
3. Maintaining a healthy life style of their own, as a family and as a community.
People Focus: Women in the east Zarafshon valley
Locations: Community center Veshab, private homes, and public places in other villages. For
special occasions in Dushanbe.
Activities:
1. In January and February some meetings were held to discuss a building in Dahana.
Villagers of Veshab were willing to sell a house for a low price. Plans and calculations
were. In August people could start to renovate the building. A separate building with
toilets and showers was built, as well a 2-store building for a new kitchen and seminar
room. The project should be finished at the end of June 2020. The building will be used as
a Skill Training Centre for women and men of the Zarafshon valley.
2. We baked pies and sweet apricot kernels to present and share on the subdistrict Navruz
holiday in the village itself

Our table at a cool and humid Navruz House for new skills training centre in
holiday
Dahana

3. Women from Veshab and Shamtuch learned to cook fast and healthy meals and desserts.
Pasta salad, rice salad, potato salad with a light dressing, which can be taken to the fields
in summer. The women learned as well, that not every meal has to contain meat, and that
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

food with less oil or salad without mayonnaise can be tasty. We baked swiss rolls and
filled them with fruit, jam and cream. The women and some of the children present really
liked the home-made fruit-yogurt-cream
For the first time 4 women from Utogar came to Veshab for an herb processing training.
An ointment with juniper berries (Пуки бурс) and one with Sharp dock (шалха) was
produced. At one sunny place we picked leaves and flowers from the Hawthorn bush
(Дулона). With alcohol we produced an extract to support weak hearts. After 6 weeks the
remedy was ready and one keen woman tried it out successfully.
In June finally eight women from Veshab and Shamtuch drove up to Tagob to collect all
kind of herbs and flowers. We prepared some ointments and oils. Thankfully we found the
St.John’s wort again and prepared with olive oil a remedy for pains and burned skin. We
canned the first capers. They are a good additional food for people with diabetes.
A similar herb processing training was held as well for the first time in Darg.
During summer holidays we held a training in Veshab for interested school girls in baking.
They were very keen on learning new recipes. We finished the course with a nicely
decorated plate of all the things we prepared and enjoyed the sweets with a cup of coffee.
In Shamtuch, Utogar and Darg we combined our course training in both canning and
baking. We used mostly apricots and sour cherries to prepare syrup with peppermint and
basil and to prepare sweet roasted apricot kernels. The attendees were mainly students and
school girls who were very shy at first, but helped a lot and were fast at writing down all
the recipes.

Cracking apricot pits
to get apricot kernels

Sweet,
roasted
apricot Dessert plate
kernels (мағси чағ чағ)

Yeast dough with nut filling

Canning apricots
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Drying apples in the new
drying house in the “Dasht”

9. In Veshab we decided this year to improve skills in canning. People from last year and
other women who were interested joined together to learn a more practical way of
canning. In December 4 women sold the products at the German Christmas market.
10. In Veshab, we have built a new drying house in which we dried our small organic apple
rings. These apple rings are very tasty and in the future they hope to sell them
commercially by wrapping them in a plastic package and sealing them for freshness.
11. We started with a small garden in a former green house, about 20 minutes out of the
village. All kinds of herbs, lettuce, cabbage, beans, wild tomatoes and flowers were
planted. In all the trainings we prepared some lettuce with herbs and flowers.
12. Cheese factoring. We made fresh cheese with dried herbs, walnuts and another fresh
cheese with dried apricots, mulberries and apricot kernels.

Fresh cheese
cheese

and

Swiss Candles made with bees’ wax German Christmas market
paper

13. In Veshab they have a long history of bee keepers. In the past two years more female bee
keepers started as well. Usually they only use and sell the honey, but don’t know, what
else bees are producing, and for what it could be used for. With beeswax, propolis, honey
and olive oil, we produced a propolis ointment, and as well one with juniper berries. Our
beekeeper group leader taught how to get propolis and wax from the bees. It was a nice
group of young and older people. Men also attended a course.
14. In October and November a few women picked rosehips, sea buckthorn and red barberry.
Out of these very healthy berries, rich of vitamin C, they prepared jams.
15. In the process of starting their own business, 3 women produced several products this year.
Labels were created in Tajik and English.
Training

Place

Cooking courses
Training for bee keepers
Cheese factoring
Baking and canning courses
Herb processing courses
Production group/ practice

Subdistrict
Chamoat
Shamtuch

Veshab

Total in 2019

Estimated amount spent for 2019:

Participants Indirect
beneficiaries
28
112
8
32
12
48
39
156
27
108
87
348
201

74238.51 TJS
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804

E. SAI – SKILLS TRAINING CENTRES IN THREE AREAS
Objectives of all the Skills Training Centers, in each of the following three areas are:
A. To train underprivileged women and men in a new skill to open up more possibilities
for them to find work.
B. To empower underprivileged people to begin their own business by:
 Training them well in a skill.
 For those who excel in learning to provide equipment grants (SBF – Small
Business Fund) so that they can more easily begin a small business.
 To provide 6 months follow ups on SBF recipients to help them work through
business problems that they encounter and continue to teach them more business
principles.
C. To provide a nurturing environment to learn new skills and do well in them.

People Focus:
Underprivileged women, the poor, divorced, widowed; young men or women with only one
parent and those with a disability.

1. The Skills Training Centre in Tursunzoda
Activities:
1. We successfully finished 3 Knitting courses.
2. We successfully finished 4 Computer courses.
3. We successfully finished 3 Sewing courses.
4. We handed out 67 certificates to students from the Sewing course and the Computer
course, who qualified to have them.
5. We visited the students from the Sewing courses who qualified for our program, to see if
they might be suitable SBF recipient candidates.
6. We handed 8 SBFs to students from the Sewing Courses who excelled in their work.
7. We taught 10 monthly business classes to SBF’s recipients as required by our follow-up
program.
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Sewing Course

Computer Course

Knitting Course

Handing out SBF’s

Statistics:
Sewing students who successfully completed the course: 27.
Computer students who successfully completed the course: 40.
Knitting students who successfully completed the course: 20
Total students this year: 108
Total students who successfully finished a course: 87

Estimated amount spent this year: 199,919.64 TJS.
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2. SAI – Skills Training Center in Kulob
(April – December 2019)
In 2019 a new Skills Training Centre was opened in the Kulob area.
Locations of activities: Kulob Center and surrounding Region, Eastern Khatlon.
Activities:
1. Opened a skills training centre in Kulob region from June 2019.
1) Made contracts with Ministry of Labour in Kulob and the vocational centre in Kulob.
2) Prepared for opening a skills training centre at the vocational training centre in Kulob
– preparation for office and classroom, choosing a sewing trainer and interviewing
with applicants and chose 10 students for sewing course.
2. Started the first sewing skills course for three months from July 1 with 10 students.
1) Two courses were completed and the third sewing course is still going on.
2) Home visits for every sewing student.
3) Small Business Funds (SBFs) have been given to 7 of the 20 students and follow up
with the 7 recipients is continuing.
4) Certificates have been given to those who have successfully completed the course.
3. Started the first computer skills course for two months from September 30 with 12
students.
1) Three courses were completed.
2) Certificates have been given to those who have successfully completed the course.
4. Started the first knitting course for three months in Ziraki village from December 9 with
56 students. (Hakimobod – 27 students, Bakhtobod – 29 students)
5. Accessed people who are in real need and invested Sponsor Disbursement Aid (SDA) for
2 people.

Sewing skills course

A home visit for a sewing course student
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Knitting Course in Ziraki village

Statistics:
Training

Sewing course
at the center
Computer
course at the
center
Knitting
course
in
Ziraki village
Total

Total
students

30
36

Computer course

Students who
successfully
completed the
course
19
(`10 ongoing)
20
(12 ongoing)

56

Ongoing

122

39

Amount spent for 2019:

Certificate
given

SBFs given SDAs
given

18

7

2

7

2

20

38

84,068.80 TJS

Narratives
We are very thankful to see people changed in many ways. One student in particular from the first
sewing course comes to mind. She was always depressed and crying a lot during the three month
course. She had many difficulties and then failed to enter university. However, she continued to
improve her sewing skills and we ended up giving her a sewing machine. Since then she has not
been so depressed but has changed to have a more joyful and hopeful heart. She is now making
money through her sewing skills. This was an encouraging story for us to see her change through
a little help.
Also, another graduate from a computer course found a job after she finished her course. She
appreciated that she could learn a skill from the course and that she received a certificate that
helped lead her to a much needed job.
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3. SAI – Skills Training Centre in Chorbogh
Activities:
1. We had 4 Sewing courses with 10 trainees for each course.
2. We visited the trainees’ houses in order to see who could be Small Business Fund (SBF)
candidates by checking their living conditions.
3. We gave out 11 sewing machines to the trainees who qualified to run a small business at
home.
4. We visited the SBF ladies to see how their home-based business was going and took time
to share ideas with them for better business.
5. We had an alumni meeting every other week to advance skills and share our experience
with one another.

Home visit

Making dress alterations

Small Business Funding

We continued training ladies sewing skills this year. Each class had 10 students and went for 3
months. We taught them measuring, drawing patterns, sewing, and fitting skills with several
written/oral tests to check their understanding. Most of the
students seemed to be scared of taking tests in the beginning,
however, with every test they got a sense of achievement and
confidence in learning new skills. Especially preparing for the
final exam, in which they have to design their own dress
creatively, they had to make their own decisions on such things
as designing, choosing their material, and finding that material,
etc. This whole process gave them a new experience and
increased their confidence.
Drawing patterns
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We visited each student's house in order to assist them better.
After the final exam, we selected 2-4 of the best students
according to their skills, needs, and ability in running their
own home business. Then we gave out the sewing machines
to the best students. This was followed up with an
orientation course on how to run a business effectively.

Statistics:
We completed Sewing Course: 4 sewing courses in Chorbogh in 2019
SBFs given: 11
Total Number of Students: 46
Students Who Successfully Completed the Course: 38
Number of Small Business Funding (SBF) given out: 11

Estimated amount spent this year: 105,334.65TJS
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F.
SAI – Tourism Training Project in Tursunzoda
This is a new branch of activity, which started from October 1, 2019
Objectives:
To organize courses for developing skills in specific areas related to work in the tourism industry.
People Focus:
People who are working with, or are interested in starting or working with, small businesses
catering to foreign tourists.
Locations:
Skills Training Center in Tursunzoda.
Activities:
1. This new work started from October 2019.
2. We advertised the job position of trainer for the Tourism English course, accepted
applications, administered a test, and selected a trainer.
3. We started going through the curriculum with the trainer, addressing any questions or
challenges that came up.
4. We promoted the course in various ways, accepted applications from prospective
participants, and administered a placement test.
5. We purchased equipment for some courses: We bought a speaker and speaker accessories
for the Tourism English course. We also bought some sample souvenirs for the Souvenir
Business Management course.

Walk-through of the Tourism Primary textbook for the Sample souvenirs
English curriculum with the Tourism English course
Souvenir
trainer
Management course

Statistics: (Not applicable, since this is a pilot project and courses haven’t started yet.)
Amount spent for 2019:

7,745.41 TJS
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for the
Business

F. TOTAL NUMBER OF DIRECT BENEFICIARIES FOR ALL PROJECTS: 1560

G. TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT ON ALL PROJECTS,
EXCLUDING EXPENSES OF EXPATRIATE PERSONNEL: 1.526.050,53 TJS
In US dollars: $157.649,85
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